to undesired properties of a tested material. Figure 2 represents an enhanced ultrasonic 1 Explanation of phase velociO' is given in the Appendix. isolated points on the raw ultrasonic image should be identified and filtered before the image is enhanced. Figure 3 shows an enhanced image created from a filtered ultrasonic image of Figure  1 .
Existence
of the undesired points on the ultrasonic images can be attributed to: 
A. Generalized description of fi4zzy variables
Each pixel of an image is processed by fuzzy rules applied to a set of pixels belonging to a rectangular window (neighborhood) centered on that pixel. As the window scans each pixel of the image, one at a time, a new pixel of the resulting image is generated by means of fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy variables can be defined by using any function (or relationship) of interest for the processing and can be expressed as fo.!lowings:
values of the pixels in the window, p_ and p'_ indicate luminance of the pixel in the center of the window before and after processing, respectively.
B. Fuzzy Rulebase
The reasoning structure uses two types of rules: THEN-rtdes and ELSE-rules. Each THEN-rule includes n antecedents linked by fuzzy "AND" logical operators and only one consequent.
The antecedents are related to input variables and the consequent to the output variable.
The overall rulebase is composed of many THEN-rules and only one (global) ELSErule. The following rulebase contains r THEN-rules:
where Aij is a fuzzy set associated with variable v i in the j-th rule, Bj is the consequent set of the same rule and Co is the consequent of the ELSE-rule. The ELSE-rule assures that the inference is successfully executed even if no THEN-rules are fired.
HI. SYNTHESIS OF THE FUZZY OPERATOR

A. Approach
In the approach presented here we attempt to follow a human way of deciding which points on an a raw ultrasonic image might be considered "suspicious". A typical decision is
simple:
A point is suspicious if its intensity is significantly different from the intensity of the surrounding p:d:zt:,. We shall try to implement this "simple" decision in a fuzzy rulebase. The main difficulty is establishingwhat "significantly different" constitutes. The difficulty stemsfrom the fact that human decisionsare more qualitative than quantitative,and are not easily translatedinto numericalvalues. We shall approachthis problemby investigating statistical properties of imageintensities. Figure4 showsa histogramof pixel intensitiesof the raw ultrasonicimageof Figure 1 . Figure  5 presentshistogramof an absolutevalue of intensitydifferencebetweenneighboringpoints. Underlyingdistributions,represented by thesehistograms, canbe usedto represent "suspicious" points.We can mark a point assuspicious if its intensityvalue is in a tail of the imageintensity value histogram,andits minimumdifferenceof intensityto neighboringpointsis in a tail of the image intensity difference histogram. Since distribution types (image intensity, intensity differences)areunknownandaredependent on animagecontent,standard methodsof statistical analysis are not well applicablehere. Thus, we shall investigatepossibility of using these histogramsto generatefuzzy setsrepresenting pointswith "atypical" intensityvaluesandfuzzy setsrepresentingpoints in which intensitiesare"quite" different than their neighborhood.
B. Creation of fuzzy sets
Let us introduce a normalization operator, N:
After normalization, function f(x) takes on values from the interval [0,1]. Let s denote pixel intensity value, and d denote a minimum difference between the given point intensity and intensities of its neighboring points.
The fuzzy set, Aa, representing high-intensity-difference is created by taking the negation of the normalized inverted sum of an intensity value histogram, hid):
Plot of the membership values of the fuzzy set A d versus intensity difference d is shown in Figure  6 .
The fuzzy set A, representing atypical-intensity is obtained by taking a minimum of the negated cumulative sum, and the negated inverted cumulative sum, of the image intensity value histogram, hs(s).
Plot of membership values of the fuzzy set A, versus intensity value s is shown in Figure 7 .
Using definitions of the above defined fuzzy sets we construct the following decision rule: 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an adaptive fuzzy image processing operator was presented. The operator was primary developed for processing of raw ultrasonic images, however it can be easily applied in other image processing areas. The adaptiveness of the operator steams from the way the fuzzy sets used in the operator's fuzzy mlebase are generated. The sets are generated for each processed image individually using statistical data about image pixel intensities and intensities differences.
The introduced, relatively simple adaptive fuzzy operator is quite robust in finding suspicious points in raw ultrasonic images. In the presented fuzzy operator detects only isolated points, it would be desirable, however, to make it _ensitive not only to isolated points but also to small areas. Other fuzzy rules can be added to the operator rulebase, for instance to improve treatment of border points.
In presented examples the adaptive fuzzy operator was used for filtering of ultrasonic images.
Other interesting are of its application is location of suspicious points which are than further processed by other means to investigate the origin of points abnormality.
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Phase Velocity
where arg(B(f)) is an argument of Fourier transform of pulse B(t). Figure 22 : SN6: Raw enhanced. Figure 23 : Confidence 0.90, filtered out 9 points.
